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ABSTRACT: 

This article presents a bridgeless switched inductor Cuk (BSIC) converter based charger that offers light electric 

vehicles (LEVs) an affordable, small-sized charging option with improved supply-side performance. In order to 

charge the batteries of LEVs like e-rickshaws, e-bikes, and e-cycles at low voltages (24–72 V), the chargers of these 

vehicles often include an extra converter. The charger's single-stage step-down dc voltage gain is enhanced by the 

switched inductor arrangement, which also increases the charger's dependability at these low voltages. It is 

interesting to note that running the charger in discontinuous current mode state significantly lowers both the cost of 

the sensors and the size of the magnetic components. Furthermore, the charger's cost, size, and efficiency are all 

further enhanced by the high-gain transformerless design. A laboratory prototype charger with an 850 W rated and 

nominal supply voltage parameters of 220 V and 50 Hz is used to evaluate the charger's efficacy. Under various 

operating settings, the charger's steady state and dynamic behaviours are examined. In order to guarantee the charger 

starts softly, the charger's behaviours during the startup of the charging process are also examined. To demonstrate 

the benefits of the proposed charger arrangement over the current one, a brief comparison between it and existing 

LEV chargers is provided. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Since the percentage demand of the LEVs is 

increasing manifolds, the charging facility 

equipped with an improved power quality 

solution is much anticipated from the power 

distributors as well as the consumer’s 

perspectives [1]. The existing chargers for the 

LEVs generally consist of an 

isolated/nonisolated dc–dc converter, followed 

by a combination of diode bridge rectifier 

(DBR) and dc link capacitor (CDC), as shown in 

Fig. 1. The combination of DBR with a heavy 

dc-link capacitor draws harmonics-rich distorted 

current from the supply, and therefore, it 

deteriorates the input power factor (PF), 

distortion factor (DF), displacement factor 

(DIF), and efficiency of Manuscript received 
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the charger [2]. The single-phase active power 

factor correction (APFC) methods are 

extensively utilized to eliminate the 

abovementioned drawbacks of the conventional 
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low power rating chargers. In an APFC method, 

a dc–dc converter is employed between DBR 

and CDC, to improve the supply-side 

performances of the charger from a power 

quality point of view. It is noteworthy that an 

APFC converter can perform multiple tasks in a 

charger based on the configuration of a charger, 

i.e., single-stage chargers or double-stage 

chargers. In a double-stage configuration, an 

APFC is employed to fulfill supply-side 

requirements and another dc–dc converter is 

required for satisfying the load-side demands, 

whereas only an APFC dc–dc converter 

performs both the tasks in the single-stage 

chargers. Several two-stage charger 

configurations based on different APFC 

solutions have been explored for the EVs/LEVs 

charging applications [3]–[5]. However, each 

solution has its benefits and drawbacks 

regarding its device count [6], conduction and 

switching losses [7], control complexities [5], 

and efficiency [8]. In order to improve the 

charger’s efficiency by reducing its conduction 

losses in the APFC stage, many bridgeless 

APFC converters with partial [9] or complete 

[10] elimination of the DBR have been reported 

in the literature. A detailed review of bridgeless 

APFC converters is given in [11]. Recently, 

some bridgeless integrated charging solutions 

have been suggested to improve the component 

count and losses in the chargers while retaining 

the advantages of the two-stage chargers [12], 

[13]. In an integrated configuration, the 

semiconductor devices have been shared by both 

dc–dc converters, which reduce the device count 

and associate losses. However, the increased 

control complexities and high device stresses 

make them less attractive for LEVs applications. 

The ripple-free charging current is considered as 

a major advantage of a single-phase two-stage 

charger. However, several authors have claimed 

that low-frequency ripples in the charging 

current, if controlled properly, do not affect 

performance of the battery [14], [15]. 

While addressing these drawbacks of two-stage 

chargers, several researchers have provided 

various single-stage charger configurations for 

the EVs/LEVs along with enhanced power 

quality at the supply side [16], [17]. The single-

stage chargers have high power density [18], 

less component count [19], and a simplified 

control structure [20]. Moreover, a properly 

designed single-stage charger configuration can 

provide better efficiency than its two-stage 

counterpart. The limited output voltage 

capability of the conventional boost converter 

and the high distortion in the supply current near 

the zero crossing in the conventional buck 

converter [21] rule out the possibilities of their 

application as an APFC in the single-stage LEVs 

chargers. Therefore, in most of the cases, the 

shortcomings of buck and boost derived 

converters are eliminated by employing the 

buck–boost derived converters such as buck–

boost, Cuk, SEPIC, Zeta, CSC, and Luo dc—dc 

converters. The Cuk dc–dc converter shows 

excellent input and output current ripple 

characteristics among all buck–boost dc–dc 

converters [22]. However, the conventional 

buck–boost dc–dc converters are less suitable to 

provide a transformerless single-stage charging 

solution for the LEVs, due to their limited gain 

capability. In the case of LEVs, due to low 

battery voltage, the transformerless charger 

configuration operates at a very low duty ratio, 

which ultimately affects the charger’s dynamic 

performance and efficiency [23]. Therefore, 

most of the single-stage LEVs chargers based on 

conventional dc–dc converters require a 

transformer for getting the desired dc voltage 

gain. However, the inclusion of the transformer 

increases the cost and size of the charger. 

Moreover, the leakage inductance of the 

transformer increases the voltage stress across 

the devices [24]. Consequently, the development 

of the single-stage transformerless charger for 

the EVs is gaining the researcher’s attention 

nowadays [25]. However, the improved power 

quality based transformerless charger 

configuration for the LEVs is still rarely 

addressed by the researchers. Several efforts 

have been made recently to improve the voltage 

gain capability of conventional dc–dc converters 

such as by utilizing coupled inductors, by 

cascading of converters, by employing quadratic 

converters, by considering multiplier circuit, 

interleaved front end structure, and switched 

inductor or hybrid switched inductor–capacitor 

structure [26]. In the case of coupled inductors, 

operating characteristics of the converter largely 

depend upon the coupling coefficient whereas 
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the cascading and multiplier approach in 

converters increases the component count, 

which leads to higher cost, low efficiency, and 

complex circuitry. However, the quadratic 

converter provides higher efficiency than 

cascaded converter at the cost of increased 

voltage and current stresses [27]. In order to 

overcome these issues, a switching dual network 

based on split capacitors or split inductors along 

with two to three diodes is proposed in [28]. The 

switched inductor (SI) and switched capacitor 

(SC) networks efficiently modify the dc gain of 

conventional converters, based on the 

series/parallel charging and parallel/series 

discharging of the capacitors or inductors. In 

[29], an SI Cuk PFC converter based charger is 

proposed for LEVs. However, this charger has a 

high cost, complex control, and has increased 

size of magnetic components due to CCM 

 

operation. Moreover, the DBR at the front side 

increases the conduction losses and component 

count in the charger.An enhanced power quality 

charger based on a single-stage configuration of 

BSIC PFC converter is presented in this work. 

Main contributions of this article are highlighted 

as follows. 

1) This charger provides a single-stage charging 

solutionfor the LEVs, without having a 

transformer or coupled inductors with minimum 

component counts. 

2) The design and control of the BSIC converter 

are carried out under the DCM condition, which 

not only reduces the size of magnetic 

components and associated losses but it also 

reduces the sensor requirements. Furthermore, 

the DCM operation rules out the need for the 

PLL system, and therefore, it considerably 

simplifies the control implementation part. 

3) The bridgeless structure at the front side 

reduces total device counts and the conduction 

losses of the charger. 

4) Additionally, the enhanced power quality 

operation of the charger is tested and verified 

over a wide range of supply voltage while 

implementing the constant-current and constant-

voltage charging modes. 

5) A comparative analysis of the presented 

charger configuration with a conventional Cuk 

PFC converter [4] and an SI Cuk PFC converter 

[29] is carried out and presented based on 

various factors, e.g., number of components, 

control complexities, cost, size, and supply-side 

performances.  

II.BATTERY CHARGER 

CONFIGURATION 

The single-phase single-stage charger 

configuration based on 

the BSIC PFC converter is depicted in Fig. 2. 

 

This configuration implements a single-phase 

single-stage transformerless ac–dc converter for 

the LEVs charging application with additional 

high step-down gain capabilities and improved 

power quality performances at the supply side. 

The bridgeless structure at the front side is 

supplied by a single-phase supply with a 

nominal voltage (Vs) rating of 220 V, 50 Hz. 

The input inductor (Li) serves the purpose of the 
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Cuk converter input inductor as well as it acts as 

a filter for the supply current (Is). The forward 

leg of the front-end bridge constitutes of two 

diodes D1 and D2, while the second leg consists 

of two active switches S1 and S2, unlike the 

conventional DBR, which has the combination 

of four diodes. D1 and D2 operate for the 

positive and negative half-cycles of supply 

voltage, respectively, whereas both switches (S1 

and S2) are switched simultaneously irrespective 

of supply voltage polarity to reduce the control 

complexities. The intermediate capacitor (C1) 

serves a similar purpose as the conventional Cuk 

PFC converter. At the load side, an SI network is 

provided, which consists of a combination of 

two inductors (Lo1 and Lo2) and two diodes 

(D3 and D4). The overall gain of the charger is 

improved by series charging and parallel 

discharging of the output inductors. A battery 

having a capacity of 100 Ah with a nominal 

voltage of 48 V is considered as a load. 

Furthermore, minimum sensing devices are 

utilized while implementing the control of the 

charger, which in turn reduces the control 

complexities and cost of the charger. 

OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF CHARGER 

This section describes the working principle of 

the charger. The symmetrical structure of the 

charger results in symmetrical operation during 

each half-cycle of supply. It is assumed that the 

converter operates in a steady-state condition 

with lossless active and passive components. 

Moreover, the value of Vs is considered as 

invariable (Vin), during a switching cycle, due 

to high switching to the line frequency ratio. 

Despite having low-frequency ripples, it is 

assumed that battery current (Ibat) and voltage 

(Vbat) are constant in a switching cycle. 

Moreover, Lo1and Lo2 are assumed to have 

equal inductance (Lo), so 

 

The three operating modes during the positive 

half-cycle are discussed as Mode P(I)–P(III) and 

shown in Fig. 3. 

 

A. Mode-P(I) (t0-t1)  

Prior to starting of this mode, the input (iLi) and 

output (iLo) inductor currents have equal and 

opposite magnitudes, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Moreover, D3 and D4 are in reverse biased 

condition. This mode starts by turning ON 

switches S1 and S2 simultaneously, as shown in 

Fig. 3(a). The output inductors (Lo1 and Lo2) 

start charging by the stored energy of the 

intermediate capacitor C1, i.e., C1 is in 

discharging mode whereas Li is charged by the 

supply voltage. The supporting equations for this 

mode are as follows: 

 

This mode ends when S1 and S2 are turned OFF 
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B. Mode-P(II) (t1-t2)  

As the switch is turned OFF, D3 and D4 are 

clamped to a positive voltage and start 

conducting, as shown in Fig. 3(b). C1 starts 

charging by the input current (iLi) and the 

inductor currents, i.e., iLi and iLo start decaying 

to zero with a negative slope, as depicted in Fig. 

4. The associated mathematical expressions are 

shown as follows: 

 

This mode ends at an instant (t2) when iLi is 

equal and opposite of the current in output 

inductors, i.e., iLo. Finally, D3 and D4 stop 

conducting and converter enters into 

freewheeling mode.  

C. Mode-P(III) (t2-t3)  

In most cases, this mode is referred to as the 

freewheeling mode. The duration of this mode 

depends on the loading condition, switching 

frequency, and the value of output inductors of 

the converter. During this mode, both switches 

and diodes stop conducting, as shown in Fig. 

3(c). The voltage across the Li and Lo is zero, as 

shown in Fig. 4: 

 

It is noteworthy that only D1 conducts for a half-

cycle unlike conduction of two diodes in 

conventional DBR-based chargers. From (1)–

(12), the dc voltage gain (M) and the average 

voltage across the C1 (VC1) are calculated by 

the volt-sec balance principle and is given by 

 

where D1 represents the diodes (D5 and D6) 

duty ratio, as shown in Fig. 4, and M is the gain 

of the converter, i.e., Vbat/Vin. In a switching 

cycle, average current in output inductors, i.e., 

ILo, is half of the average battery current (Ibat), 

and is written as 

 

where fs is the converter’s switching frequency 

and RL is the fictitious load resistance. From 

(16) and (17), D1 is obtained as 

 

The condition for the DCM operation is given as 

 

For the critical conduction case 

 

From (18) and (22), the output inductors 

minimum value, i.e., Locritical is calculated as 

 

The value of Lo at the boundary of CCM and 

DCM operations is provided in (25). So, while 

selecting the output inductors, it is to be ensured 

that the selected value must be lower than the 

calculated value to implement the DCM 

operation of the charger over the defined range.  
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III.DESIGN OF CHARGER 

CONFIGURATION 

 This charger configuration is designed to 

operate for a broad range of Vs, i.e., from 130 V 

(Vsmin) to 260 V (Vsmax). The DCM mode of 

operation reduces the size of the output 

inductors. A power rating (Pmax) of 850 W is 

considered for the design of the charger. The 

variation of battery voltage (Vbat) from low 

SOC to full SOC is considered from 45 V 

(Vbatmin) to 65 V (Vbatmax), for maximizing 

the safety and reliability of the charger, 

throughout the different modes of the charging. 

The BSIC converter dc voltage gain is given by 

(13) as 

 

Therefore, for a complete line cycle, Vin can be 

written as 

 

By considering, input and output voltage limits, 

the dc voltage gain (M) varies from 0.1224 

(Mmin) to 0.354 (Mmax). Moreover, by taking 

maximum efficiency into account, the fictitious 

load resistance (RL) varies from 2.38 Ω 

(RLmin) to 4.97 Ω (RLmax). 

A.Selection of Lo1 Lo2 in DCM  

The selection of output inductors is made using 

(25) as 

 
The switching frequency (fs) is considered as 20 

kHz. Therefore, the critical value of Lo1 and 

Lo2 is given as 

 
Since the selected value should be less than the 

calculated value, Lo1 and Lo2 having an 

inductance of 40 μH are selected during the 

implementation of the converter. 

B.Selection of Li in CCM  

The design of Li is carried out in CCM mode 

and the required value, which ensures CCM 

operation throughout the operation of the 

charger, is calculated as 

 
where Rin is the fictitious input resistance of the 

charger, χ is the allowable percentage current 

ripples, and D is the duty ratio. From (18) and 

(26), the range of duty ratios (D), i.e., Dmin and 

Dmax, is calculated as follows: 

 
From (31) and (32), Dmax and Dmin are 

obtained as 0.2174 and 0.1271, respectively. By 

considering 30% current ripple, i.e., χ = 0.30, the 

critical value of Li, i.e., Licritical, is given as 

 
Therefore, to ensure CCM operation, Li is 

selected as 6 mH.  

C.Selection of C1 in CCM  

The selection of C1 is critical because of two 

different restrictions on the capacitor voltage 

profile. In a switching cycle, the voltage across 

C1 should be constant, whereas, in a complete 

line cycle, the voltage should follow the supply 

voltage profile. Therefore, the value of C1 is 

calculated as 

 
where ωres defines the frequency of resonance 

between C1, Li, Lo1, and Lo2. The selected 

ωres should be high enough to the line 

frequency but lower than the switching 

frequency: 

 
        The selected value of C1 is 0.94 μF. 

D.Selection of CDC  

CDC is designed to minimize the flow of low-

frequency ripple power into the battery, during 

charging without exceeding defined voltage 

ripple limit (λ) [22]. The size of CDC is mainly 

decided by the power and voltage handling limit 
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set as per application requirement. CDC is 

calculated as 

 
where fline is the supply frequency. Considering 

3% ripple, CDC is calculated as 

 
IV.CONTROL TECHNIQUE  

The BSIC converter is controlled to 

achieve two main objectives by incorporating 

minimum cost and complexities during the 

implementation. The prime objective of the 

controller is to control the charging current to 

the battery in CC and CV modes, as per the 

requirement. In addition to that, low distortion in 

supply current along with unity power factor 

operation at the supply side is another important 

objective of the control. The overall control is 

implemented by a conventional dual loop 

structure, as given in Fig. 2, using Texas 

Instruments (TI) TMS320F28377S DSP. The 

outer loop is employed to tackle the variations in 

Vbat whereas the inner loop takes care of Ibat 

while maintaining the UPF operation with 

minimum supply current distortions. For the 

outer loop, Vbat is sensed by utilizing a voltage 

sensor, and the switching frequency ripples are 

filtered out from it by employing a low-pass 

filter (LPF). In order to get the reference battery 

current (Ibat∗), the filtered Vbat is matched with 

Vbat, i.e., Vbat∗, and the error (Vbate) is fed to 

a voltage proportional-integral (PI) controller. 

The output of voltage PI controller provides the 

required Ibat∗. The expressions for outer loop 

are given as 

 
where kpV is the proportional gain, kiV is the 

integral gain of the voltage PI controller, and k 

is the kth sampling instant. For implementing 

inner loop control, the charging current Ibat is 

sensed through a current sensor and filtered by 

an LPF. The filtered current is then compared 

with Ibat∗ and the error (Ie) is passed through 

the current PI controller. The output of the PI 

controller provides the required duty ratio (mc) 

as 

 
where kpI and kiI are, respectively, the 

proportional and integral constants of the current 

PI controller. The duty ratio (mc) is then 

compared with a sawtooth carrier waveform. 

The comparison provides the required gate drive 

signals for switches (S1 and S2). It is 

noteworthy that the switching signal is applied 

to S1 and S2, simultaneously, to reduce the 

complexity of the control. 

Pulse width Modulation 

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is the 

most effective means to achieve constant voltage 

battery charging by switching the solar system 

controller’s power devices. When in PWM 

regulation, the current from the solar array 

tapers according to the battery’s condition and 

recharging needs consider a waveform such as 

this: it is a voltage switching between 0v and 

12v. It is fairly obvious that, since the voltage is 

at 12v for exactly as long as it is at 0v, then a 

'suitable device' connected to its output will see 

the average voltage and think it is being fed 6v - 

exactly half of 12v. So by varying the width of 

the positive pulse - we can vary the 'average' 

voltage. 

 

Fig.4.1 Average voltage exactly half of 

12v 

Similarly, if the switches keep the voltage at 12 

for 3 times as long as at 0v, the average will be 

3/4 of 12v - or 9v, as shown below. 
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Fig.4.2 Average voltage will be 3/4 of 

12v 

and if the output pulse of 12v lasts only 25% of 

the overall time, then the average is 

 

Fig.4.3Average output voltage at 12v 

By varying - or 'modulating' - the time 

that the output is at 12v (i.e. the width of the 

positive pulse) we can alter the average voltage. 

So we are doing 'pulse width modulation'. I said 

earlier that the output had to feed 'a suitable 

device'. A radio would not work from this: the 

radio would see 12v then 0v, and would 

probably not work properly. However a device 

such as a motor will respond to the average, so 

PWM is a natural for motor control. 

PI CONTROLLER 

A variation of Proportional Integral 

Derivative (PID) control is to use only the 

proportional and integral terms as PI control. 

The PI controller is the most popular variation, 

even more than full PID controllers. The value 

of the controller output u(t) is fed into the 

system as the manipulated variable input. 

e(t)=SP−PV 

u(t)=ubias+Kce(t)+KcτI∫t0e(t)dt 

The ubias term is a constant that is 

typically set to the value of u(t) when the 

controller is first switched from manual to 

automatic mode. This gives "bumpless" transfer 

if the error is zero when the controller is turned 

on. The two tuning values for a PI controller are 

the controller gain, Kc and the integral time 

constant τI. The value of Kc is a multiplier on 

the proportional error and integral term and a 

higher value makes the controller more 

aggressive at responding to errors away from the 

set point. The set point (SP) is the target value 

and process variable (PV) is the measured value 

that may deviate from the desired value. The 

error from the set point is the difference between 

the SP and PV and is defined as e(t)=SP−PV 

 

 

Fig.5.1.Block diagram of PI speed controller 

V.Results: 

 

Fig: Simulation Waveforms  
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Fig: Generated OutputWaveforms 

VI.CONCLUSION:  

      This article presents a single-phase, single-

stage transformerless charging solution for 

LEVs using a bridgeless switched inductor Cuk 

(BSIC) PFC converter based charger. The 

disadvantage of traditional dc–dc converters' 

low step-down dc voltage gain has been lessened 

by this charger. As a result, the LEV batteries 

are using the larger step-down voltage gain 

without the need for a transformer. Power factor, 

distortion factor, and supply current THD are 

just a few of the superior supply-side power 

quality metrics achieved by achieving the CC 

and CV modes in a single stage. Additionally, 

while developing the charger's control, less 

sensing devices with optimised control 

complexity were taken into account. 

Furthermore, the charger's design has been 

implemented to optimise the dependability and 

safety of its constituent parts across its specified 

supply voltage and battery voltage range of 

operation. It has been shown that the test 

findings under steady-state and during different 

dynamics corroborate the theoretical analysis. 

Testing and verification have been done on the 

charger's performance during line and load 

regulation. A brief analysis and tabular 

presentation of the differences between the 

various charger topologies and the charger based 

on a BSIC converter has been done. In 

conclusion, it has been shown that the charger 

architecture that has been provided has several 

benefits, including reduced costs, smaller size, 

improved supply-side performance, fewer 

component counts, and simpler control 

mechanisms.  
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